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Up to now, most planet search projects have concentrated on F to K stars. In order to considerably widen
the view, we have stated a survey for planets of old, nearby brown dwarfs and very low mass stars. Using
UVES, we have observed 26 brown dwarfs and very low mass stars. These objects are quite inactive and are
thus highly suitable for such a project. Two objects were found to be spectroscopic binaries. Another object
shows signicant radial velocity variations. From our measurements, we conclude that this object either has a
planetary-mass companion, or the variations are caused by surface features. Within the errors of the measure-
ments, the remaining objects are constant in radial velocity. While it is impossible to strictly exclude an or-
biting planet from sparsely sampled RV data, we conclude that it is unlikely that these objects are orbited by
massive planets with periods of 40 daysorless.binaries : spectroscopic−−Stars : low −mass, browndwarfs −−planetarysy
Introduction
Precise measurements of the radial velocity (RV) of stars have lead to the discovery of more than 100
extrasolar planets. From these surveys it is concluded that at least 3% of G to K stars harbor giant planets
(Queloz, Santos, Mayor queloz02). The true fraction is certainly higher than that, since the mass-function
for planets rises steeply towards smaller masses, and planets in long-period orbits are dicult to detect in
RV-surveys. Most of the eorts for detecting extrasolar planets have hitherto been concentrated on old,
solar-like F-K stars. The next logical step is to widen the view in order to nd out which properties of the
central star influences the presence or absence of planets. An important parameter is of course the mass of
the central star. Since detecting planets in orbit around massive stars is rather dicult, the surveys should
be widened to include objects of much smaller mass. A few surveys for planets of M-stars are now underway.
Marcy et al. (marcy98) have studied 24 M-dwarfs for 4 years, and found a planet with M sin i = 2.1MJ
in orbit around the M4 dwarf Gl 876 (0.32 M). Delfosse et al. (delfosse98; delfosse99) have surveyed all
known M-dwarfs within 9 pc, north of -17 declination, and brighter than 15th mag in V. In total, the sample
contained 136 stars. The RV-measurements had an accuracy between 10 and 70 m/s, sucient for detecting
giant planets. Apart from the planet of Gl 876 which was found independently, no other planet was found.
Nearby low-mass objects are also suitable for searching long-period planets astrometrically. However, theses
surveys yieled upper limits. For example, using the HST Fine Guidance Sensors, Benedict et al. (benedict98)
could exclude planets more massive than 0.3MJ and with periods of  600 days in orbit around Proxima
Centauri and Barnard’s Star (0.10 and 0.12 M). An upper limit of the frequency of planets was also derived
from microlensing data. Gaudi et al. (gaudi02) conclude from an analysis of microlensing data that less than
33% of the M-dwarfs in the Galactic bulge have companions of 1.0MJ between 1.5 and 4 AU. Up to now,
all surveys of M-dwarfs have focused on stars with masses of 0.3 M, or so. This is only a factor three lower
than the G-dwarf surveys. In order to really nd out what the influence of the mass of central star is, it is
thus necessary to go to objects of much lower mass. In here we report on a survey of very-low-mass stars
(VLMSs) and brown dwarfs (BDs). All of them have masses of 0.1 M or less. Surveys of visual companions
of BDs already have identied a number of BD-BD companions (Martn et al.martin00, Lane et al. lane01,
Kenworthy et al. kenworthy01, Reid et al. reid01, Close et al. close02a, Potter et al. potter02, Goto et
al. goto02). Additionally, a spectroscopic BD-BD companion has also been found (Basri & Martn basri99).
This binary consists of two BDs with masses of 0.06 to 0.07 M. The orbital period is 5.8 days, the eccentricity
0.4 0.05. While the aim of this project is to nd out whether BDs and VLMs have planets, we will briefly
review the arguments for and against the presence of giant planets in orbit around such low-mass objects
rst.
The rst argument for the possible presence of planets in orbit around VLMSs and BDs is that
these objects have accretion disks when they are young. This is the result of the work by Comeron et




12MJ (Testi et al. testti02). We thus can conclude that many young brown dwarfs have disks but are theses
disks massive enough to form giant planets?
Disks of T Tauristarshavetypicallyabout3%ofthemassofthecentralobject.IfthisisalsotrueforBDs, thetotalmassofaat
However, observation Cha Hα 2at9.8and11.9µm show that the disks of BDs are not just scaled down versions
of T Tauri star accretion disks (Apai et al. apai02). We thus have to wait until mm-wavelength observations
become available, to nd out what the true masses of the disks of young BDs are. On the other hand, a small
mass of the central object may help the formation of giant planets, because the small mass of the central
object will result in relatively larger Roche-Lobes and larger feeding zones at typical planetary masses.
Giant planets may form either by a gravitational instability of the disk, or by accreting disk-gas onto
a solid core of a few earth-masses (see review in Lin et al. lin00; Ward & Hahn ward00; Wuchterl, Guillot,
Lissauer wuchterl00). Before the discovery of the rst extrasolar planets, it was generally believed that most
giant planets would be found close to the so called snow-radius. The idea was that since the growth-rates
of planetesimals increases at the snow radius because the amount of condensed elements increases, giant
planets would also be found there (Lunine & Stevenson Lunine88). At distances much larger than the snow-
radius the formation of giant planet would then be very slow. After the discovery of massive planets close
to the stars, a number of scenarios for their formation were proposed. Wuchterl (wuchterl93) argued that
the accretion of massive envelopes of giant planets points to a favorable zone inside of 0.1 AU. Another
idea was that massive planets form indeed close to the snow-radius but then migrate inwards (Trilling, et
al. trilling98). According to Armitage and Bonnell (armitage02), orbital migration also causes the so called
BD-desert. These authors argue that orbital migration depends on the ratio between the disk-mass and the
mass of the planet, and since the mass of the accretion disk of a 1.0M star corresponds to the mass of a BD,
the orbital migration would become so strong that such an object would fall into the star. If this is true, it
would imply that giant planets of BDs could not exist, because the disk of a BD seems to be about 1.0MJ .
The tidal interaction between the disk and the planet would always pull the planet inward, and we thus
expect to nd planets at the snow-radius, or at smaller distances from the star. The position of the snow-line
has recently been calculated by Sasselov and Lecar (Sasselov & Lecar sasselov00). The snow-radius is at
0.6 AU for solar-mass star and a passive disk. Using the formula published by Sasselov and Lecar (sas-
selov00), we nd that the snow-line corresponds to orbital periods between 20, and 40 days in the case of
VLMSs and BDs. It is interesting to note that the surface density at the snow-radius is roughly the same
for the disk of a solar-like star, and the disk of a BD. Giant planets thus are expected to have periods of
40 daysorlessiftheyexist.AoneMJ-planet in a circular orbit would induce RV-variations with a amplitude of
750 m/s.AsdiscussedinDesidera(desidera99), aplanetorbitingaBDatverysmalldistanceswillbetidallydisrupted.Thisgivesus
planet orbiting an old 0.070 M BD, this limit corresponds to an orbital period of 15 hours. The RV-variations
induced by such a planet would be 2800 m/s.Insummary, ifBDshavegiantplanets, weexpectthemtohaveorbitalperiodsbetwee
Observations
Suitable targets for our project are BDs and very late-type stars close to the sun. The spectroscopic
observations were carried out with the Uv-Visual Echelle Spectrograph (UVES) on the VLT Unit telescope
2 (KUEYEN) in service mode. Because the objects are extremely red, we use the setting which covers simul-
taneously the wavelength regions from 6670 to 8545 A, and 8640 to 10400 A. This wavelength regions also con-
tains the telluric bands between 6860 to 6930 A, and 7600 to 7700 Awhichweusedasasecondarywavelengthreference.Beforet
cell, thetelluriclineswereoftenusedforsimilarpurposesinthepast.Theaccuracyandthelimitationsofthemethodthushavebeen
UsingtheKittPeak1−mVacuumFourierT ransformSpectrometer, Balthasaretal.(balthasar82)havestudiedtheline−
shiftofeleventelluricO2-line in detail. The shifts were found to be 15 m/s, or less. These results agree well
with results of Smith (smith82) who nd that RV-measurements of stars have typical errors of 8 m/s if the
telluric lines are used as wavelength reference. Caccin et al. (caccin85) conrm these results and nd that
the shifts are caused by the wind in the earth atmosphere.
Standard IRAF routines of the Echelle package were used to flat-eld and wavelength calibrate the
spectra using frames taken with the standard flat-eld and Thorium Argon lamps. Since the objects are
relatively faint, the extraction was done in a dierent manner than usual. In the rst step we extracted each
order as a two dimensional spectrum, then subtracted the sky-background in the two-dimensional images,
and nally extracted the spectrum of the object. No rebinning was done in order to achieve the highest
possible accuracy for the RV-measurements. Except for the sky-subtraction, the data was thus reduced in
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the same way as in our previous UVES observations (Joergens & Guenther joergens01). In that run we took
always two spectra of the same object directly after each other in order to remove cosmic rays. Because we
always took two spectra per night, we could calculate the error from the scatter of the measurements. The
result was that the errors are 90 m/s for the brighter sources. However, the objects discussed in this paper
are fainter, and the S/N-ratio is signicantly lower than in our previous paper. Most of the RV-measurements
are thus limited by the S/N-ratio to 200-300 m/s. Table obslog gives an overview of the observations.
table []Observing log obslog
arraylcll
object No. ofspectralaverage
Limits of the masses of companions
gure* [width=]gure1.ps Cross-correlation function of 2MASSWJ2113029−100941, demonstratingthatitisadouble−
linespectroscopicbinary.2mwj2113b
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